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KASHO’s Master Smiths exemplify the Japanese ability 

to balance timeless craftsmanship and the most modern 

technology. For more than 700 years, the craftsmen 

of Japan have forged some of the finest cutting blades 

on earth. Exemplified in the Katana sword, Japanese 

steel is a byword for strength, sharpness and beauty. 

Today, it’s not just Samurai who seek the quality of 

Japanese blades. The Master Smiths of old passed down 

their skills, continuing their traditions with every generation. 

KASHO springs directly from this proud heritage, its 

artisans applying centuries-old skills to the forging of 

every piece within the KASHO Collection. KASHO scissors 

feature two different stainless steel alloys to create 

unsurpassed supreme sharpness and ergonomic brilliance. 

Each scissor is perfectly balanced, fitting the hand like 

a glove, resulting in the perfect cutting experience. 

KASHO’s mark denotes a precision tool created by 

specialists, for specialists. Designed to be beautiful, 

and a joy to use. Engineered to be harder, and sharper. 

Hand-finished, to last for years. When you choose 

from the KASHO Collection’s scissors, texturizers and 

razors, you’re guaranteed the KASHO Ultimate Edge.

The KASHO experience is demanded by 

discerning professionals, worldwide. 
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KASHO CONVEX VERSUS BEVEL BLADES 
FAR SUPERIOR CUTTING COMPARED WITH THE BEVEL BLADE

KASHO ULTIMATE EDGE

The Japanese have a belief that they call Michi. 

There is a journey that must be taken in the creation 

of new tools. Each step adds value to the blade.

There are 3,500 types of steel, but only two have the 

qualities to make each KASHO blade. Both are high-carbon, 

stainless steel alloys with superior qualities. By combining 

them, the blade gains even greater strength and hardness. 

Traditions developed over more than 700 years of 

bladesmithing are used in harmony with state-of-the- art 

manufacturing technology, unique to KASHO. 

KASHO has patented the Disc Operation System. Thanks 

to its integrated ball bearing, and synthetic disc, cutting 

tension is automatically kept at the perfect level. 

KASHO puts thoughtful design into each series, 

such as the adjustable screws, which makes 

it easy to fine-tune scissor tension. 

KASHO’s innovative tension-adjustment technologies 

include the adjustable flat head screw, with its 

ingenious integrated ball bearing, and the ratcheted 

flat head screw, with its astonishingly slim profile. 

CONVEX BLADE BEVEL BLADE

Convex blades are finely honed, so that they 

touch only at the cutting edge. This gives 

not only extreme sharpness, but also minimal 

resistance. The result is KASHO’s Ultimate 

Edge — absolute perfection in motion.

Perfect tension. 

Always.



CHOOSING YOUR KASHO SCISSORS

When scissors are comfortable, they feel like an extension of you. 

That’s why it’s so important that they match the way you like to 

work. With the ergonomically designed KASHO Collection, you 

can select from a range of precision scissors that boast the exact 

features you need to avoid tense, aching arms and shoulders.

STRAIGHT (S)

Straight scissors raise the stylist’s 

arm and shoulder as they work. 

SEMI-OFFSET (SS)

Semi-offset handles are slightly angled  

so they lower the stylist’s arm and shoulder.

OFFSET (OS)

Offset handles are very angled and ergonomically designed  

so the stylist's arm is held in a relaxed and comfortable position.

THE MOST IMPORTANT CHOICE?  
YOUR STYLE OF KASHO HANDLE.
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It’s simple, really. And yet, it makes 
all the difference. Some stylists 
have a go-to style, and won’t use 
anything else. Some love the offset 
handle, because the ergonomic 
form is easier on their wrists. 
Whatever your preference, you’ll 
find a KASHO tool that fits.



For centuries, Japan’s Master Smiths have fashioned 

blades from alternating layers of steel, each little thicker 

than a human hair. This superb technique, known in 

the West as Damascus forging, gives each blade its 

hallmark strength and intricately graceful patterning.

Each piece in KASHO’s Damascus Series is perfectly 

crafted, yet beautifully individual. The blades are crafted 

from eight layers of premium V10 cobalt alloy steel, 

resulting in ultimate sharpness and extremely powerful 

cutting. Thanks to hand-finishing, the unique Damascus 

patterning promises a one-of-a-kind scissor. And, with 

KASHO’s clever ball bearing system integrated with 

Flat Screw technology, every cut is always silky smooth.

FROM JUST £113 A MONTH / 12 MONTHS*  

OR £1,250 EXCL. VAT

DAMASCUS 

KAD 5.5" OS £1,250 

KAD 6.0" OS £1,250

KAD 6.5" OS £1,250

Owning a piece from the Damascus 
series? The patterning on every 
blade is as unique as a human 
fingerprint. As unique as I am. 
My Damascus scissors were forged 
for me, and no one else.



KASHO’s Millennium Series is born from the pursuit of purity 

in form and function, using the latest sintering technology, 

where powdered steel is fused under the greatest pressure, 

which gives exceptional sharpness to the scissor. 

The end result is metal of unmatched durability and purity. 

Metal so strong, it bonds on the molecular level. And so 

resistant to abrasion, it must be pressed into the perfect 

form when forged, because it cannot be machined.

Purity demands performance. Each cut is easy, thanks to the 

patented Closed Disc Operation System, which guarantees 

no hair or dust gets caught in the screw so no need to 

adjust the tension. The ergonomic finger rest feels intuitive 

and natural. With mirror polishing, each blade appears as 

flawless as it is strong. In short, this is a precision tool.

MILLENNIUM 

KML 5.5" OS £895

KML 6.0" OS £975

KML 6.5" OS £1,100

KML 5.3" S £875 

KML 5.8" S £925

KML 6.2" S £995

FROM JUST £79 A MONTH / 12 MONTHS*

OR £875 EXCL. VAT

Millennium fits my hand so closely, 
it feels like part of me. The balance 
is perfect, for complete control. The 
movement is so fluid, my last cut of 
the day is just as easy as the first. 



KASHO’s XP Series is designed to give salon professionals 

a better tool, in every way. For better ergonomics, KASHO 

provides the XP Series in an Offset design — and, in KASHO’s 

advanced new straight design, Semi-Semi-Offset. 

To give a better cut, KASHO invented a better screw. 

The patented Closed Disc Operation System contains a 

special spring and bearing, for perfect tension with every 

movement. There’s no adjustment needed, and no cleaning 

required as no hair or dust can penetrate the closed disc. 

To partner the ideal bearing, KASHO chose the ideal 

metal — VG-10 stainless steel, famed for its high 

durability and hardness. It’s exactly what you need for 

such a precision tool — engineered to last a lifetime.

XP 

KXP 5.5" OS £660

KXP 6.0" OS £720

KXP 6.5" OS £770

KXP 5.3" SS £640 

KXP 5.8" SS £695

KXP 6.3" SS £760

FROM JUST £58 A MONTH / 12 MONTHS*

OR £640 EXCL. VAT

The XP Series redefines the 
stylist’s tools, and redefines the 
way that the scissors are made. 
XP is radically innovative – 
and unmistakably KASHO.



When your eyes linger over the new Sagano Series, it's easy to 

understand why the range has become so popular, so quickly. 

Sagano shares the features for which all KASHO scissors 

are valued like the superb steel alloy, mirror polished to 

a lustre. The KASHO Ultimate Edge of the finely honed 

blades. And the ergonomic shaping with the camel 

back and offset handle, for effortless performance.

Sagano stands out, too. The curved finger rest is forged 

in the traditional manner, to add graceful appeal. Sagano 

shares the Damascus ball bearing system integrated 

with Flat Screw Technology, tastefully inlaid with green 

ceramic, ensuring each cutting pass is smooth. Sagano 

offers effortless power with stylish distinction.

SAGANO 

KSG 5.5" 0S £575 

KSG 6.0" 0S £600

KSG 6.5" OS £625

KSG 7.0" OS £675

FROM JUST £52 A MONTH / 12 MONTHS*

OR £575 EXCL. VAT

Sagano impresses, time after 
time. The beautifully inlaid 
flat screw is a centrepiece that 
hints at Sagano’s silky cutting 
motion. Scissors that perform 
this well deserve to stand out. 



The Green Series personifies KASHO’s design philosophy, where 

form and function balance effortlessly, for superior performance. 

All scissors offer the series’ hallmark mirror-polishing, 

and convex blades which are very powerful. They all 

share clever ergonomic styling, too. From the finger 

rest and perfectly proportioned rings, to the adjustable 

ball bearing screw system which lets the stylist fine-

tune cutting tension, for ultimate precision. 

Green Series scissors feature semi-offset handles, for 

a natural grip and all-day comfort, even in the busiest 

salon. The Green Series gives your hand control and 

confidence — day after day, year after year.

GREEN 

KGR 5.0" OS £550 

KGR 5.5" OS £575

KGR 6.0" OS £600

KGR 7.0" OS £675

FROM JUST £50 A MONTH / 12 MONTHS*   

OR £550 EXCL. VAT

My Green Series scissors are 
modern classics. Their contours 
are instantly recognisable, 
because even the smallest 
feature is immaculately honed. 



While the Silver Series is adored, some say its sister 

series, Silver Black, shines brighter. This, and the Silver, 

are the most ergonomic of the KASHO range. 

Silver Black shares all of Silver’s strengths — including the 

superb tension-adjustable ratchet flat screw system, Ultimate 

Edge sharpness, camel back and removable finger rest. 

Hand-finished each Silver Black scissor exudes a cool obsidian 

sheen, thanks to KASHO’s new Diamond-Like Carbon coating. 

A skin so strong, it protects the blades like nothing else. 

Silver Black’s hand-finished aesthetic is subtle, with 

utmost economy of form. It has an unobtrusive beauty. 

To the Japanese, it is shibui — an object of intrinsic 

quality, refined into a state of near-perfection. 

FROM JUST £47 A MONTH / 12 MONTHS*

OR £525 EXCL. VAT

SILVER BLACK  

KSI 5.5" OS DLC £520 

KSI 6.0" OS DLC £550

KSI 6.5" OS DLC £575

They say appearance is skin deep, 
but the glossy skin of Silver Black 
makes all the difference. This is 
the Silver series, utterly transformed. 
Honed, and improved, until its 
performance is unparalleled.



For those who think that practicality and artistry cannot mix, 

the Silver Series is a revelation. The series impresses, both 

for the features that are visible, and those that KASHO’s 

specialists have artfully concealed. This, and the Silver 

Black, are the most ergonomic of the KASHO range.

The ratchet flat screw system sits at the very heart of Silver, 

giving the stylist precise adjustment of the scissor’s tension. 

Thanks to its meticulous-constructed mechanism, the system is 

exceptionally thin. This allows for Silver’s signature ‘flat’ design, 

which so effectively shows off the mirror polished metal. 

Silver is eminently practical, excelling as an all-round 

cutting tool. Thoughtful ergonomic touches like 

the camel back, and detachable finger rest, make 

Silver an exceptional choice for the busy stylist. 

SILVER 

KSI 5.5" OS £395

KSI 6.0" OS £405 

KSI 6.5" OS £415

KSI 7.0 OS £435 

KSI 5.0" S £380

KSI 5.5" S £395

KSI 6.0" S £405

FROM JUST £34 A MONTH / 12 MONTHS*

OR £380 EXCL. VAT

Silver provides the finest 
canvas for KASHO’s celebrated 
mirror-polishing. Silver’s lines  
are modern, clean, and 
ergonomic – displaying the 
beauty of KASHO’s traditional 
hand finishing to full effect.



The Blue Series delivers KASHO quality and craftsmanship in a 

clean and unadulterated way. Unnecessary detail is discarded, to 

present a streamlined instrument that can only be called iconic. 

The adjustable split screw is the archetype of practicality, 

engineered to give the stylist complete control over the 

cutting tension, with high reliability. Rather than concealing 

the screw, Blue proudly displays it between the KASHO 

marks, as visible proof of the scissors’ precision engineering. 

The Blue Series is available Offset and Straight. Each tool  

is mirror polished, and the concave of each blade is  

hollow ground and pointy to provide KASHO’s 

Ultimate Edge sharpness and precise finish. 

BLUE 

KCB 4.5" OS £290

KCB 5.0" OS £305

KCB 5.5" OS £325 

KCB 4.5" S £290

KCB 5.0" S £305 

KCB 5.5" S £325

KCB 6.0" S £350

FROM JUST £26 A MONTH / 12 MONTHS*

OR £290 EXCL. VAT

My Blue Series scissors were an 
easy choice. They’re forged to give 
me everything I need: KASHO’s 
legendary sharpness, pointiness, 
reliability and strength, in a 
wonderfully simple package.



For those new to the KASHO experience, the 

Design Master Series is a tempting choice. Design 

Master provides KASHO’s Ultimate Edge with every 

cut, in a form that is simplicity itself to use. 

Pick up a piece from the Design Master series, and it instantly 

feels familiar. The satin-finished semi convex blades offer 

decisive sharpness with each cut. Whether offset or straight, 

the weight seems ideally balanced, for minimal fatigue. 

Thanks to the ratchet screw system, stylists can fine-

tune cutting tension in moments. No tools required — just 

turn the dial. It perfectly encapsulates Design Master’s 

ethos of engineering excellence, made wholly intuitive.

 

KDM 5.0" OS £255 

KDM 5.5" OS £275

KDM 6.0" OS £290

KDM 4.5" S £245

KDM 5.0" S £255 

KDM 5.5" S £275

KDM 6.0" S £290

DESIGN MASTER

FROM JUST £22 A MONTH / 12 MONTHS*

OR £225 EXCL. VAT

Design Master gives me KASHO, 
on my terms. No complications. 
No learning curve. And instantly 
adjustable. It’s KASHO performance 
and reliability, right out of the box.



Designing the Impression Series, KASHO’s blade makers 

began their journey from the ideal starting point — an 

empty sheet of paper. They asked salon professionals 

a simple question — What do you really need?  

Uncluttered by convention, and free from preconception, 

Impression’s silhouette is clean, and its matt satin-

finishing graceful. Even the ergonomic details, such 

as the camel back, offset handle and finger rest, 

subtly enhance the scissors’ sense of poise. 

Impression’s semi  convex blades are durable high-carbon steel, 

hollow-ground to give a better cut. Their cutting tension can 

be adjusted easily, thanks to KASHO’s ratchet screw system. 

FROM £225 EXCL. VAT

MONTHLY FINANCE AVAILABLE FOR TOTAL  

PURCHASES OF £300 OR MORE

IMPRESSION 

KBP 5.5" OS £225

KBP 6.0" OS £235

I chose Impression because it’s 
honest. It’s KASHO, refined to its 
essential form — and Impression 
doesn’t try to hide it. It’s this 
aesthetic, the graceful efficiency, 
that makes Impression so desirable.



THE LEFTY SCISSOR

For left-handed hairdressing professionals, outstanding 

hair cuts are easier than ever — if they choose a KASHO 

Collection left-handed scissor made especially for them.

Why settle for a good scissor, when you could use a 

great one? A hand-honed work of craftsmanship, that 

takes your styling experience beyond the ordinary. A 

tool shaped for your needs, and forged to standards 

that defy the good in favour of the great.

The KASHO Collection gives left-handed stylists the answer 

they deserve. Thanks to the KASHO Ultimate Edge, and 

KASHO's hallmark precision engineering, the Ivory and Design 

Master lefty scissors eliminate unwanted cutting mistakes. 

If you're a lefty, it doesn't mean you have to settle 

for second best — and neither does your customer. 

With the Ivory and Design Master scissors, creativity 

and control combine in seamless harmony.



Why should righties have all the fun? With the Ivory Series 

scissors, KASHO presents a hair scissor that’s definitely 

a cut above — exclusively for left-handed users.

Ivory is available in the classic, straight design, which 

forms its glinting mirror polished steel into a purposeful, 

arrow-like shape. There’s an ergonomic offset model, 

too. Its handle adds a twist to Ivory’s profile, forming 

an elegant, near-straight line from ring to point.

Ivory sports a comfortable finger rest. KASHO’s tactile,  

tension-adjustable screw system, ensures optimal cutting 

tautness. Ivory’s blades are concave on the cutting side, and 

finely honed by hand — giving Ivory the KASHO Ultimate Edge.

IVORY — LEFTY 

KIV 5.2" 0SL £465

KIV 5.2" SL £465 

FROM JUST £42 A MONTH / 12 MONTHS* 

OR £465 EXCL. VAT

I used to feel that being a lefty 
limited my range of options. 
With Ivory, I’m not forced to settle 
for second best. This isn’t an 
entry-level styling tool. KASHO 
have forged a beautiful object, 
with all the features I need.



For those new to the KASHO experience, the 

Design Master Lefty is a tempting choice. Design Master 

provides KASHO’s Ultimate Edge with every cut, 

in a form that is simplicity itself to use. 

Pick up a piece from the Design Master Lefty series, and 

it instantly feels familiar. The satin-finished blades offer 

decisive sharpness with each cut. The offset handle 

weight is ideally balanced, for minimal fatigue. 

Thanks to the ratchet screw system, stylists can fine-

tune cutting tension in moments. No tools required — just 

turn the dial. It perfectly encapsulates Design Master’s 

ethos of engineering excellence, made wholly intuitive.

 

KDM 5.5" OSL £330

KDM 6.0" OSL £350

FROM JUST £30 A MONTH / 12 MONTHS*

OR £330 EXCL. VAT

DESIGN MASTER — LEFTY

Design Master gives me KASHO,  
on my terms. The perfect lefty scissor. 
No complications. No learning 
curve. And instantly adjustable. 
It’s KASHO performance and 
reliability, right out of the box.



TEXTURIZERS

KASHO Texturizers are not just a tool for thinning 

clients' hair, they are a supreme tool allowing 

your creativity to flow, from creating texture and 

volume to blending hair with no trace of a thinning 

scissor, leaving the hair perfectly blended. 

The innovative curved cutting blade gives precise 

texturizing. It also features more tapered teeth that  

prevent snagging or pulling when the blade 

is removed from the hair, giving both you 

and your client a pleasant experience.

The choice of the texturizer you use depends on 

what the final result needs to be. Whether it’s 

chunking, texturising, thinning or blending will be 

led by the number of teeth on the tool to achieve 

the perfect tangle-free and effortless finish.

TEETH GUIDE 

8 TEETH  ............... Chunking

15 TEETH  ............. Texturizing 

30 TEETH  ............. Thinning 

38 TEETH  ............. Blending



Thoughtful design exemplifies Green Series texturizers. The 

lower blade displays the softest of convex curves. The upper 

teeth are finely notched, and tapered towards the edge. As a 

result, hair is held in place, and cuts are smooth and tangle-free.

The screw system is typical of KASHO’s blend of 

precision engineering, and inspired artistry. Thanks to 

its integral ball bearing, tension can be adjusted with 

a turn of the dial. Gently ridged round its rim, the dial 

itself is tactile, friendly and inviting to the touch.  

Forged by expert smiths using high-quality steel, the blades 

are quenched in freezing water before hand finishing. With 

mirror polishing, the steel takes on a radiant brilliance. 

 

KGR–55 T30B OS T38B £650

FROM JUST £59 A MONTH / 12 MONTHS*

OR £650 EXCL. VAT

GREEN TEXTURIZER

Green has a kind of personality. 
A way of doing things, that draws 
you in. The Japanese know it 
as ‘Iki’ — refined originality. 
The philosophy of creativity, 
with guileless refinement. 



KASHO’s Design Master Texturiser Series brilliantly 

complements the Design Master series of scissors. 

Featuring tapered teeth, which prevent snagging 

and pulling the hair, for detailed precise results. 

The attention to detail is archetypal of the Design Master 

approach. The Adjustable Screw System puts cutting tension 

firmly under your control. The ergonomic shaping includes 

a camel back and offset handle, to reduce fatigue.  

With six tools to select, there is a texturizer for every need. 

From thinning and blending, to adding subtle and aggressive 

texture. Both versatile and user-friendly, the Design Master 

texturizers let salon professionals work their way. 

 

KDM-60 T15 £315

KDM-60 T30B £315

KDM-60 T38B £315

FROM JUST £29 A MONTH / 12 MONTHS*

OR £315 EXCL. VAT

DESIGN MASTER TEXTURIZER
There are no barriers to getting 
the most from the Design Master 
Texturizer Series. It lets you work 
the way you want. Choose the 
tool you need. Choose the tension 
you prefer. Pick it up, and go.



KASHO’s Wasabi Series is bold and to the point. It gets the 

job done, thanks to its high-carbon steel, hand-honed for 

sharpness. It’s practical, with a tension-adjustable screw. The 

finger rest is ergonomically contoured, and removable. 

Wasabi has a contemporary aesthetic. The shanks and 

backsides display only the slightest of tapers. The tips are 

minimally rounded. Straight lines predominate —visually striking 

shanks, teeth and teardrop. Wasabi looks and feels direct.

At 5.5 inches long, Wasabi feels like it’s just the right size. 

Wasabi is available in right-handed and left-handed versions, 

which makes it even more appealing. With choices of 30 or 38 

teeth, Wasabi is the ideal introduction to KASHO texturizers.

£225 EXCL. VAT

MONTHLY FINANCE AVAILABLE FOR TOTAL  

PURCHASES OF £300 OR MORE

WASABI THINNERS 

WST–230B £225

WST-238B £225

Wasabi is pickuppable. Maybe, 
because it’s so bold and confident. 
The fresh design is angular, 
and energetic. In a way, 
no- nonsense. Your hand wants 
to explore it, and test the weight. 
You can’t wait to try it out.



RAZORS

KASHO's exceptional razor series lets you treat your 

customers to the effortless comfort they expect.

For the client of the hairdresser and the barber, 

there is something unmistakably relaxing and 

meditative about a quality shaving or styling 

experience with KASHO Collection razors. 

Perhaps this relaxation springs from the ceremony 

inherent to the razor shave, with all its theatre of 

warming, moisturising and lathering the customer's 

skin. Perhaps, it lies within the superior smoothness 

and luxury that only a premium straight razor, 

used by an expert, can bring to every shave.

Where scissors and texturisers work efficiently, the 

KASHO Collection's styling razors add a sense of 

artistry to every motion of the stylist's hand. 



KAI CAPTAIN FOLDING
CAP-R7

£475 EXCL. VAT

KAI CAPTAIN EXCELIA RAZOR 
CAP-EXJ

£165 EXCL. VAT

KAI CAPTAIN RAZOR STRAIGHT 
CAP-J7

£45 EXCL. VAT

KAI CAPTAIN CUT THROAT BLADES
CAP-20BL — 20 PACK

£30 EXCL. VAT

The KAI Captain Razor is a 
professional precision instrument 
suitable for both shaving 
and hairdressing. The blade 
was originally designed for 
surgical application and 
features extraordinary sharpness 
and cutting edge durability. 
Thanks to the special dispenser 
system the blades can be safely 
inserted in the razor holder.



£45 EXCL. VAT

£45 EXCL. VAT

KASHO SPEED EDGE
KCS-LH 

KASHO DESIGNING FOLDING
KCS-NH 

KASHO SPEED EDGE BLADES
B-10KBL — 10 PACK

£15 EXCL. VAT

KASHO DESIGNING FOLDING BLADES 
KCS-10BL — 10 PACK

£15 EXCL. VAT

It doesn’t matter if you like to 
fold, or get straight to the point. 
Shaving or shaping, thinning or 
cutting, you need the right blade. 
For me, KASHO is the only choice 
— surgical sharpness, and flair.



ACCESSORIES

KASHO LEATHER HOLDER
K-18

£60 EXCL. VAT

KASHO LEATHER HOLDER
K-7

£150 EXCL. VAT

KASHO TOOL BAG
KTB

£140 EXCL. VAT

KASHO LEATHER HOLDER
K-11

£80 EXCL. VAT

When you’re passionate about  
your work, there’s no such thing  
as ‘small stuff ’. Wrap everything up 
in style, with elegant accessories from 
the KASHO Collection. Designed in 
Japan, for professionals everywhere.  



OIL PEN 2000

£5 EXCL. VAT

LEATHER CLOTH
K-3

£5 EXCL. VAT

KASHO HAIRDRYER
KT1 2200W

£75 EXCL. VAT

SOFTSTYLER DIFFUSER
KD

£15 EXCL. VAT

KASHO SHEATH
KTB

£12.50 EXCL. VAT

KASHO TEXTILE CASE
K-1

£25 EXCL. VAT

KASHO LEATHER RAZOR CASE
K-13

£30 EXCL. VAT

KASHO TEXTILE HOLDER
K-17

£35 EXCL. VAT

KASHO SHOULDER BAG
K-17

£45 EXCL. VAT



CARING FOR YOUR KASHO

Your KASHO scissors are an investment for life.

To prolong the life of your scissors, they should be  

treated with love and care. The better the care, the better  

the performance. There are several ways to care for your  

blades and also some advice on how to 

avoid unneccessary damage.

EASY WAYS TO CARE FOR YOUR SCISSORS

Wipe blades after every use. Use a KASHO leather cloth. 

Clean blades retain their edge and shine for longer. 

Lubricate the pivot daily, with a KASHO oil pen. 

It helps to keep the cutting action smooth.

Always store your scissors with the blades closed  

and out of the reach of children as accidents can happen. 

A case or holder will keep them safe from dirt 

and damage when storing or transporting.

Check the scissor tension on a daily basis. It’s easy to 

adjust, and a smoother cut reduces wear and tear.

Only our KASHO technicians should sharpen or repair your 

tools. Precision engineering requires precision servicing.

EASY WAYS TO AVOID DAMAGE

If your blades are nicked it is advisable to stop using them 

until they are fixed as it could lead to further damage.

The scissors are designed for smooth, sharp cutting  

and do no not require any unneccesary force or pressure.

Be careful where you leave unprotected scissors,  

to avoid any damage or dirt.

Avoid contact with sterilisation liquid, perm or colour 

solution as these can corrode your scissors.

When cutting hair, try to avoid clipping the scissors on 

combs or slides as it may scratch or nick your blades.

Keep your scissors clean and hair free. KASHO  

scissors are an investment and must be loved.

Take care of something beautiful, 
and it repays the favour every time 
you use it. KASHO Collection pieces 
define artistry and engineering 
excellence. They are precision 
tools, forged for professionals. 
Caring for your KASHO scissor 
is easy — and will reward you 
with years of superb performance.



OWN THE ULTIMATE 
CUTTING EDGE
KASHO COLLECTION MONTHLY FINANCE

The KASHO Collection is designed to 

place a quality cutting experience in the 

palm of the stylist's hand — just like the 

collection's monthly finance options. 

With monthly finance, you can enjoy a more 

flexible way to own any KASHO Collection items 

with a total purchase value of £300 or more.† 

It's easy to learn more about the KASHO 

Collection's great finance deals. Simply ask your 

authorized KASHO representative. They'll be 

happy to answer any questions that you have 

— helping you to find the finance solution that 

works for you. Applying is quick, and simple 

too — giving you even more reasons to bring 

the KASHO Ultimate Edge into your salon. 

Why wait for superior craftsmanship?  

Contact your KASHO representative today.

* Monthly finance based on 10% deposit being paid.

†  Excluding VAT. Excluding postage. 

Terms and conditions apply. All finance subject to approval.
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